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BAB IV 

CONCLUSION 

 

 As time goes by, the media are also developing. Formerly, we only know 

that we can get news only on the printing media such as newspaper, magazine, 

tabloid, and etc. But, the technological developments that we use, also make 

changes to the evolution of the media. Currently, a lot of online media provide 

information to the reader faster than print media. A few of these online media, 

providing news that is not clear its origins.In writing news, we should pay 

attention to its impact on society. A good news is a news that matches the facts 

that exist and is neutral. Neutral in this sense means when you wrote the news, 

you should not attack or harm other people. Online media appear more easily, 

cheaper, and faster in delivering news than print media but it does not guarantee 

the quality of news. As readers, we must be smart in digesting the news. 

 Did an internship in Jawa Pos gives a lot of knowledge about the world of 

journalism. The author had known what the basics of news writing. What we 

wrote would be read by the people and we had to be careful of it. The author also 

learned about the world of work through the internship that ran from 2nd January 

to 31st January 2016. Worked at this institution was both rewarding and 

challenging. It was rewarding because the writer learned how to search news from 

foreign sources, combined the news, wrote the news, and edited the news. It also 

helped the writer to improve his ability in English especially in translation and 
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writing. It was challenging because he had to adapt to the situation in Jawa Pos, as 

a newcomer the writer realized that he had to blend with other because it  helped 

the writer during the job training. Beside that, the most challenging side was when 

the writer did the translation and found difficulties. He had to find the right and 

equivalent words for some news. Sometimes, he needed a specialized dictionary 

to find the right one. The senior writer in Sportainment Division also helped the 

writer when he gotdifficulties of some words. 

The author proud to be able did an internship in PT. Jawa Pos Koran. One 

of the writer's news was published in Jawa Pos newspaper edition of21st January 

2016. It proved that young people could get opportunities like the senior writers 

who worked years in PT. Jawa Pos Koran. Worked as a translator-journalist made 

it easy for writers to mix with the workers in the Sportainment division because 

they had the same job. A friendly office atmosphere for visitors, full air 

conditioning office, made the writer feel enjoy doing an internship in the 

Sportainment division. The writer strongly recommendedPT. Jawa Pos Koran to 

be an internship place for the next interns. Internship program in PT. Jawa Pos 

Koran made lessons learned in the majors of Bussines Communication in English 

Diplomawas well practiced especially for Practice in Translation and English for 

Media and Advertising. The author's message, wherever appropriately you choose, 

always see about the positive impact on the course you choose.
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